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1. BIG THINGS ARE HAPPENING! Use your own discernment

Update: Here is what we know right now. President Trump has court cases still

pending that will go to the Supreme Court. Thanks to Texas, he now knows how to

file it under Article 3 and not under Article 2.

2. This will force the Supreme Court to hear this rewritten case.

The Director of National Intelligence (DNI) report was due Fri. 25 Dec. and announced as a late submission. Barr stepped

down on 23 Dec, so he was now able to be a witness. It was not able to be announced...

3. ... until now. Durham was now a special counsel. He could prosecute in any state, all [B]iden's! He was allowing the civil,

criminal and federal courts to fail.

Why? So he would be able to handle the situation properly, using the military tribunals. President Trump has...

4. ... all the data from NSA, the Kraken supercomputer, Alice supercomputer, and other systems most are not familiar with.

He has the dueling electors from seven state legislatures. He has VP Mike Pence as the final arbiter of ballots to accept on 6

Jan. 2021. He has the...

5. ... Insurrection Act, the National Defense Authorization Act (NDAA) Emergency Act, the 14th Amendment and the 2018

Executive Order allowing for the rejection of the election based on Foreign Interference, which we now know was true.

He has the January 27, 2017...

6. ... Patriot Act, the very first President Trump Executive Order, the FISA warrants, the possible Declassification of

EVERYTHING, including Wikileaks. President Trump has 1000 people sworn affidavits, the QR code scan personnel who

just needed access to some real ballots and...

7. ... he could detect if they were fake by looking for creases & printing items using his scanner technology. Trump has all 

the statistical data being analyzed, the videos, emails, phone calls, bank transfer statements showing the coordination of the
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coup.

8. We know Zuckerberg manned it, Soros funded it. He has the Racketeering Influenced and Corrupt Organization (RICO)

law passed in 1970. President Trump has crimes against humanity videos, which Wikileaks just released massive videos.

[J]ulian [A]ssange was about to be...

9. ... pardoned, so he could talk about Seth Rich. Now that the governors and secretary of states certified the illegal ballots

and [B]iden has accepted them, they knowingly committed treason! Criminals are desperate and stupid!

10. We just raided the solar company and & Dominion was closing up the shop. Many media company CEOs were gone.

The same went for many politicians. President Trump has the CIA servers from Germany used to change Dominion

machines and he would soon have access to the state's...

11. ... machines too. He baited them to staying in DC so they could be inaugurated...arrested!

[B]iden has not accepted any transition money, nor has Kamala given up her seat. The military has infiltrated Antifa and

BLM and President Trump has the financial tracings.

12. He knows exactly which politicians took Chinese and [S]oros money. He put in Miller & Watnick. He also just reduced

more regulations and wrote an Executive Order in the military line of succession. He was defunding the CIA. He just

replaced Kissinger & Allbright on the...

13. ... National Security Advisory Board with his loyalists.

The military has been flying more planes over America and to Guantanamo for the first time in years. The DNC wanted to

close Gitmo, but President Trump said no way and said softly under his breath,...

14. ... “I want to use it for her,” meaning [H]illary. The Navy just parked huge naval fleets on both coasts. The 82nd airborne

was preparing for an operation (same group of Flynn and Donoghue). Things were falling into place. He has it all. He was

just laying out the case and...

15. ... building the narrative. He knows he won and they cheated. He gave them the chance to fix things. They chose not to.

Do not feel sorry for them. They did this to themselves.
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